HYBRID CLOUD
SECURITY WORKSHOP

Identify any threats and vulnerabilities in your environment
With 2020 becoming the busiest year ever for cyberattacks (up by 20% from 2019)1, it’s never been more vital to ensure that
your IT environment is kept secure with enterprise-grade solutions. But hybrid environments bring an extra level of complexity.
Run by our expert consultants, Transparity’s 3-day Hybrid Cloud Security Workshop will allow you to explore Microsoft Azure
Network Security capabilities. We will work to analyse your existing environment, discovering real threats to selected hybrid
workloads and analysing security vulnerabilities across existing hybrid workloads. We’ll also explore Microsoft Azure Network
Security capabilities in a demo environment. Workshops are broken down into three areas:
ENVISION: value conversation

DISCOVER: security assessment

PLAN: next steps discussion

• Customer priorities & requirements
• Product feature showcase

• Threat exploration
• Demo threat investigation & response
• Vulnerability assessment

• Azure Defender pilot/deployment
• Network Security pilot/deployment
• Cost & economic value conversation

What we’ll cover during the workshop

Analyse
We’ll carefully study
your requirements
& priorities for
a Hybrid Cloud
detection &
response solution.

Define scope &
deploy
Enable Defender
in your production
environment,
onboarding servers
other selected
services.

Explore

Discover

Examine

Recommend

Examine Azure
Network Security
capabilities &
experience selected
Network Security
products in a demo
environment.

Reveal threats to
the included hybrid
workloads, plus
demonstrate how
to investigate &
respond to threats.

We’ll inspect existing
hybrid workloads
vulnerabilities &
discuss how to
reduce the attack
surface area.

Advocacy on
next steps & how
to proceed with
a production
implementation
of Defender &
Network Security.

Workshop outcomes

Transparity’s Managed Security Service

• Better understand the benefits and capabilities of Azure
Defender and Azure Network Security
• Discover how to prioritise and mitigate potential threats
• Learn to reduce the attack surface area for hybrid workloads
• Have defined next steps based on your needs and objectives

For additional peace of mind with proactive security monitoring
and remediation, speak to Transparity about our Managed
Security Service. The service is managed from our dedicated
Security Operations Centre by our highly-trained cybersecurity
experts. Get in touch to find out more!

Get in touch
Ready to get started? Just email hello@transparity.com and we will contact you with a choice of dates.
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